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Foreword
I am pleased to share this study into
the strengths and economic growth
prospects across the Thames Valley.

Richard Baker
Managing Partner
Thames Valley and South

At EY, we are clear about the
important role the UK regions have in
transforming the country’s economy
and strengthening its position on a
global stage. The Thames Valley is
a case in point. Our recent Regional
Economic Forecast found, for example,
that the Thames Valley continues to
outpace London and the wider South
East and is forecast to continue to do so
over the next three years. Drilling down,
Reading is expected to be the UK’s
fastest-growing town or city over the
next three years, alongside Manchester,
with growth of 2.4% Gross Value Added
(GVA) per year until 20201.
As a thriving region, the Thames Valley
is clearly in a strong position, bolstered
by its proximity to London and by the
success of its burgeoning sectors like
technology, life sciences and advanced
engineering. Moreover, the region has a
unique chance to help the UK reshape its
global trading position by capitalising on
the extraordinary opportunities afforded
by digital and scientific transformation.
However, there are reasons for caution.
Our forecast also found that growth is
slowing more generally across the UK.
This comes on the back of a decade of
productivity stagnation. What is more,
recent years have seen the country,
and indeed the world, experience
unprecedented levels of disruption
across the political, social and economic
spectrum.

This, coupled with increasing
competition, rising housing costs and
growing transport congestion, means
the Thames Valley is facing considerable
threats to its future success.
In this context there is a clear need
for the region to maintain its focus on
economic growth and on the prosperity
of its businesses and communities.
This report has been created as a
framework to aid that focus and
promote greater discussion. In it, we
discuss the opportunities, challenges
and constraints for the region, centred
around five dimensions: people and
skills; infrastructure; enterprise
and investment; quality of living;
and governance.
The region is in a very strong and,
indeed, enviable position but future
success hinges on the ability to
respond to today’s challenges as well as
anticipate tomorrow’s.
Given the fragmented nature of the
region, we believe that material
change is far more likely if the business
community expresses itself in a joinedup and cohesive way.
In developing the framework set out in
this report, we gathered an extensive
range of views from business, academia,
local authorities and others across the
Thames Valley. We look forward to
helping facilitate further discussions to
help build a cohesive agenda for longterm and sustainable growth.

1 EY Regional Economic Forecast Issue 3, Winter 2017-18
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An introduction to
the Thames Valley
As a loosely defined informal
region of south-eastern England
centred around the River
Thames west of London, the
Thames Valley’s boundaries
can be hard to pin down. For
most purposes the region
consists of the three counties of
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire — with parts of North
Hampshire, Surrey and Middlesex
often included.

4
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This is a region with an eclectic mix of towns and
villages; ranging from picturesque rural hamlets to
industrial towns like Reading and Slough, and from the
‘dreaming spires’ of Oxford to historic Windsor and its
castle, not forgetting the region’s new towns such as
Bracknell and Basingstoke.
This variety means that, in contrast to many other parts
of the UK, the Thames Valley has no single metropolitan
centre. Reading, for example, is the region’s biggest
town with around 162,000 residents. But it represents
just 8% of the Thames Valley’s two million-plus
total population.
The region benefits from a vibrant and prosperous
economy with strengths in several high-growth, high
value-add sectors such as life sciences, advanced
engineering and information technology.

Bucks
Oxfordshire

Middlesex

Berkshire
Hampshire

Surrey

The Thames Valley’s proximity to London, the
economic and cultural capital of the UK, is a defining
characteristic, offering employment and leisure appeal
to residents. Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest
airports, located at the region’s eastern apex is also
hugely important, and has proved to be a major draw for
the businesses that have chosen to locate here.
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The Thames Valley at a glance
A thriving region, clearly in a strong position …

3.4%

With a
growing
population
at

2.1m

unemployment
vs. UK average
of

4.4%

people

... playing an important
role in transforming the
country’s economy

Reading

Thames Valley

4.4%

Aggregate growth
between 2012-16

Source: ONS, Population Estimates for UK, England and
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland: mid-2012 to mid-2016

... with towns bolstering
the strong performance
of the Thames Valley ...

… growing faster than any
other region outside of
London and set to continue
outperforming all UK regions
through to 2020 …

Source: ONS, Regional labour market statistics, 2016

Fastest-growing town in the UK,
with average GVA growth of

2.2% GVA

Employment growth
outpacing UK by

£71b of GVA,
4.1% of UK GVA

3.8% 2014-17

£36,300 GVA per

0.3%

growth between
2014 and 2017

head vs. UK average of
£26,339
Source: ONS, 2016

Source: EY UK Regional Economic Forecast, Issue 3: Winter 2017-18

2.3%

Set to grow
through to
2020 — outpacing London (2.2%)
and UK average (1.8%)

£21.6b combined

Reading

turnover of Thames Valley
250 top private companies

£13.6b

Source: EY UK Regional Economic Forecast, Issue 3: Winter 2017-18

digital tech turnover

... with strengths in key sectors of technology,
business services and scientific research ...

Source: The Business Magazine TV250 2017

Source: Tech Nation 2017

Largest sectors generating foreign direct investments into the South East (2016)

Software

Pharmaceuticals

Telecommunications
and post

16%

8%

7%

Business
services

11%

Scientific
research

5%

58,109 digital jobs
Source: Tech Nation 2017

605 start-up births

Air transport

Other transport
services

Other

7%

6%

40%

(London 7,682)

Source: ONS, Business Structure Database, average number of start-up births 2011-15

Source: EY UK Attractiveness Survey 2017
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The Thames Valley at a glance
(continued)

A globally connected region ...

A place to live well and live long
Home to Heathrow, the UK’s largest airport
With
to

474,033 flights per year

204 destinations

handling

78m passengers per year

Heathrow Airport Ltd
heathrow.com/company/company-news-and-information/
company-information/facts-and-figures

Mean average earnings — both for

Indeed, residents can expect to outlive

residents

those in many other parts of the UK by as

(£35,811) and for people

who commute in to work in the region

(£35,134) — are considerably higher
than for the UK as a whole (£28,296).

Crossrail to provide even faster travel to and from
London from 2019 plus construction of the Western
Rail link between Reading and Heathrow.

Source: ONS, Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, 2016

much as a year (average life expectancy

82.4 years vs. a UK
average of 81.3 years).
in the region is
Source: ONS, 2014

Road plans include Smart M3 and M4.

An IP-rich, high value-add region
... with a history in achieving academic excellence and
a highly skilled workforce
Home to world-leading
universities with a
total of

c.85,000

students enrolled
Source: Higher Education Statistics Agency, 2017

48% of working-

age residents hold a
degree or equivalent
qualification
(UK average

38%)

Sector-based clustering of
entrepreneurs and fast-growth
businesses around:

8,000 strong life sciences workforce and over 135 life
sciences companies in the region.

Technology

Life sciences

Source: Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce

In 2016, the pharmaceutical sector accounted for

Source: ONS, Annual Population Survey, 2016

Advanced
engineering

30% of

office space take-up, the highest proportion recorded since
2000, with 13% of take-up in the last five years.
Source: Thames Valley Berkshire Local Enterprise Partnership
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Executive summary

The way forward: a joined-up approach
A long-running regional success story for
the UK …
For the past 30 years, the Thames Valley has been one of the
UK’s most successful regional economies. The region’s inbuilt
advantages of close proximity to London and the presence
of Heathrow Airport have made it the natural location for
international companies establishing themselves in the UK —
with the initial wave of primarily US entrants being followed by
companies from all over the world.
This ongoing flow of investment and jobs has benefitted
both the region itself and the UK as a whole. With a wealth
of IP-rich, high value-add activities, industries and academic
institutions, the region’s strength in advanced technology
has made it a major portal between the UK national
economy and the rest of the world — with the Thames Valley
becoming the UK and European operational base for many
international companies.

… is now under threat
In recent decades, these positive attributes have combined
to drive a virtuous circle of investment, jobs, skills, and more
investment. But there is now a real danger of that circle being
broken by three interrelated forces:
• Cost — the Thames Valley is becoming an increasingly
expensive area in which to work and live. Its proximity to
London means it is now burdened with some of the leastaffordable housing in the UK. The region’s severe, and
escalating, congestion is an increasing drag on business,
impacting productivity every working day.
• Competition — other UK regions and — especially — other
parts of the world are now fighting harder than ever to
attract investment and jobs that might otherwise have
come to the Thames Valley. The competitive challenge of
a tight labour market and scarcity of skills may be further
exacerbated by Brexit.
• Complacency — there are huge risks in assuming that the
region’s past success is any guide to its future. If the Thames
Valley is to realise its growth trajectory over the next five
years and beyond, doing nothing is not an option.

10
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The way forward: a joined-up approach …

… driven by three key enablers of growth

In our view, a step towards sustaining the Thames Valley’s
thriving economy is for the region as a whole to adopt more
coherent and integrated thinking to promote cooperation
and growth. This approach will enable the region to deliver
a clear proposition and tackle issues that are affecting its
attractiveness.

Once in place, this approach would enhance the prosperity
of the Thames Valley, driven by three key enablers of the
region’s growth:

There are two significant challenges to recognise in doing
this. First, the region’s urban centres — while thriving — are
all mid-sized. This means it has no natural focal point for its
business community or for incoming investment, as the North
West does with Manchester or the Midlands with Birmingham.
Second, the region is fragmented in terms of leadership
and currently has no single ‘voice’ with which to address
the pressing challenges around regional productivity, skills,
innovation and congestion.

… viewed through five dimensions …
The approach we are proposing would be ‘joined-up’ in several
ways. It would:
• Bring

together key stakeholders and locations with an
interest in retaining and attracting investment, jobs and
people to the region.
• Help

the region’s towns and other areas build on their
complementary strengths.

• Productivity — helping employers meet their leadership,
technology and workforce needs, and tackling issues around
congestion and housing affordability.

If the region’s businesses, local authorities and other public
bodies could all unite behind a single approach, then its ability
to focus on these growth enablers would be greatly enhanced.
What is more, communication with current and prospective
investors would be much clearer and more consistent.
Different towns and cities across the region could focus on
their strengths and develop offerings that complement, rather
than compete with, the rest of the Thames Valley.

• Innovation — fostering collaboration across academia,
corporates and entrepreneurs, to build on the region’s
established strength in science, engineering and technology
and seize the opportunities presented by the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
• Competitiveness — creating and delivering a compelling
proposition to attract and retain talent, investment,
entrepreneurship and employment.

Speaking with stakeholders across the region, we have been struck by
the shared sense of commitment to the Thames Valley’s future growth
and success. This will be a key strength as we take this framework
forward and build momentum behind more coherent and integrated
thinking across the region.

• Help

coordinate efforts to tackle the fundamental
issues affecting five key dimensions of the Thames
Valley economy:
−− People and skills
−− Infrastructure
−− Enterprise and investment
−− Quality of living
−− Governance
In each of these dimensions there are clear challenges that
need to be addressed. Moreover, because the dimensions
are so closely interrelated and interconnected, steps taken
in any one must include consideration of the impacts and
implications for the others. An approach that integrates and
coordinates actions is therefore an imperative.

The Thames Valley | A framework for growth
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Building sustained growth and
prosperity for the Thames Valley
An integrated and cohesive growth strategy driven by core principles
Develop our own people:
A sustainable regional
model with strong
connectivity between our
schools, universities and
the business community,
to both develop our
current - and grow our
future - workforce.

Super connected:
Fast and convenient
intra-region arterial
links, complementing
London-centric
transport connectivity
and sustaining digital
capacity leadership.

Business community:
An IP-rich collaborative
ecosystem of corporates,
entrepreneurs and
academia at the heart
of UK innovation,
generating sustainable
value.

All-age appeal:
A proposition that
complements the
region’s current
strengths and is
attractive and affordable
to young adults
(especially those aged
20-30 years).

Diverse yet aligned:
A stronger, unified
voice and brand that
builds on the region’s
assets and diversity,
requiring strong
collaboration between
key stakeholders.

A polycentric approach to bring multiple communities together as a robust
network and build on the existing specialisms and strengths of our towns and districts.

Three key enablers
Productivity

Innovation

Competitiveness

• Address the productivity challenges,

• Respond to the Fourth Industrial Revolution

• Respond to competition from other UK

especially for small and medium-sized
businesses, as well as the broader midmarket.

• Invest in technology, leadership skills and
workforce development.

• Solve the region’s congestion issues, which

— the region is well placed with strengths in
technology and science.

• Facilitate critical collaboration between

academia, corporates and entrepreneurs.

• Encourage entrepreneurialism at all levels
(from schools to large corporates).

are a significant drag.

and European regions.

• Create a compelling proposition to

attract and retain talent, investment,
entrepreneurs and employers.

• Ensure the regional case is

complementary to other UK regions,
especially post-Brexit.

Five key dimensions
People and skills

Infrastructure

 nterprise and
E
investment

Quality of living

Governance

• The region benefits

• The region is well

• The region’s IP-rich,

• There are high living

• There is a complex

from a highly skilled
population but
competition for talent
is fierce.

• A tight labour market
could be exacerbated
by Brexit.

• L►onger-term

sustainability is
dependent upon
greater collaboration
between educators and
employers.
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served by transport
systems with a series
of major investments in
the pipeline.

• There is a need to

sustain digital capacity
and fill in mobile/
broadband weak spots.

• Congestion is a big

drag on productivity,
including in the last
five miles from the
trunk network.

The Thames Valley | A framework for growth

high value-add sector
mix is a key growth
driver.

• Enhancing the regional
investor pool, brand
and other conditions
is key to nurturing
entrepreneurs and
related ecosystems.

• Brexit is a potential

risk to sustaining the
region’s attractiveness
for foreign direct
investment.

standards in many
parts of the region.

• This is key to attracting
and retaining talent
and employers.

• Trade-offs on a

regional basis need
to be considered to
help address cost and
congestion challenges.

regional governance
framework.

• The region’s business

community lacks a
unified voice or strong
region-wide network.

• There is an opportunity
to define a future-state
vision for the Thames
Valley economy.

• Housing is increasingly
less affordable.

The Thames Valley | A framework for growth
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People and skills
With almost half (48%) of working-age residents holding a
degree or equivalent qualification, the Thames Valley boasts
a standard of educational achievement far above the UK
average (38%). Similarly, the proportion of residents with
no qualifications (5%) is below the UK average (8%). The
region’s thriving universities, including world-leading Oxford
University, are no doubt a key reason for this2.
As a result, the number of residents employed in
management, professional and technical roles (54% of the
total workforce) is higher than the averages for both the South
East (50%) and the UK (46%)3. The region has shown stronger
employment than the UK average throughout the three years
to 2016, and has an unemployment rate of just 3.6%4.

… amid a growing population …
With 2.1 million residents and counting (two-thirds of
whom are of working age), the Thames Valley continues
to experience a net inflow of people. The region’s workingage population grew by 0.24% between 2015 and 2016
(compared with a reduction of 0.2% for the UK as a whole over
that period)5.
Long-term international migration (LTIM) has been a
significant contributor to that growth, as well as to the region’s
diversity and skills mix. All areas except West Berkshire have
experienced net inflows of LTIM in recent years.
The Thames Valley is potentially exposed to a loss of skills
as a result of reduced LTIM due to Brexit. Combined with a
tight labour market, this could be the single biggest threat to
sustaining growth in the region. Businesses and institutions
need to analyse this impact and prepare the right capability
development and recruitment strategies to mitigate the risk.

2

Oxford University was placed first in The Times Higher Education World
University rankings for both 2017 and 2018

3

ONS, Annual Population Survey, 2016

4

ONS, Regional Labour Market Statistics, 2016

5

ONS, Annual Population Survey, 2016
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Figure 1: Net long-term international migration - 2014-15

Figure 2: Distribution of population ages:
Thames Valley and UK - 2015
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… faces a potential digital skills gap …

Source: ONS MYE2: Population estimates by single year of age and sex for local
authorities in the UK, mid-2015

The Thames Valley has a higher proportion of people
aged under 20 than the rest of the UK, as well as a higher
proportion of people aged 31–55 (Figure 2). However, it
has a significantly smaller proportion of people aged 21–31,
reflecting the region’s proximity to London and the relative
ease with which the younger generation can move away in
pursuit of employment and social opportunities.

… as it prepares for the Fourth Industrial
Revolution

This brings the risk of a digital skills gap in the working-age
population. Those aged 21–31 are more likely to be the ‘digital
natives’ most adept at embracing new technology — crucial
skills for the region’s local businesses. And the region’s ability
to plug this gap by recruiting vital talent and skills from the EU
may well be threatened in the post-Brexit UK.
What is more, the Thames Valley’s higher proportion of 31– to
55-year-olds brings an additional challenge: action is needed
to replace the swathes of highly qualified people as they start
to contemplate and move into retirement.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is driving convergence in
the skills and experience needed across a whole range of
sectors. There is a clear window of opportunity for the region
to capitalise on its universities and its blend of local and
international skills. Key fields like cognitive learning, Big Data,
robotics and biotechnology must be supported. That will not
only enrich the wider business ecosystem — from start-ups
to multinationals — but also help address the skills gap and
enhance recruitment and training programmes in the region.
The apprenticeship levy also presents significant impetus
for investment in the skills that will be required to lead and
participate in business in this digital future.

The Thames Valley | A framework for growth
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Infrastructure
A gateway to the UK …
With London Heathrow at its eastern apex, the Thames Valley provides access to the UK’s largest and busiest airport, serving
around 75 million passengers every year. And with a third runway still potentially in the pipeline — a decision is pending in 2018
— that capacity could yet be extended by a further 70%.

Heathrow

destinations in ...

82

countries

Percentage of business passengers:

34% (25.7m)

75.7m
Annual passengers

94% (71m)

Source: Data from heathrow.com/company/company-news-and-information/company-information/facts-and-figures

… well served by road, rail and digital
infrastructure …
Vital road networks such as the M3 and M4 motorways
cut across the Thames Valley, providing connectivity to
London and Bristol on the east/west axis as well as cities
like Southampton and Portsmouth to the south. Future
investments, such as Highways England’s £27m plan to better
link Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge, will only improve
this picture.
Mainline rail services offer north/south and east/west
connectivity, with Crossrail set to provide even faster travel
to and from London from 2019. Plans are also underway
to connect the Great Western Mainline to Heathrow, and to
reconnect East Anglia with Oxfordshire, Reading and beyond
by 2021, although budgets and timescales for these projects
are still to be agreed.
When it comes to digital infrastructure, the Thames Valley is
reasonably well served; average next-generation access (NGA)
broadband availability stands at 93% (above the UK average
of 90%), and areas including Bracknell Forest, Reading and
Slough all have higher NGA availability than Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds and London (Figure 3). However,
mobile coverage in rural areas can be patchy, and there are
challenges around connectivity and capacity even in urban
areas and business parks.

16
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Figure 3: NGA availability per local authority - 2017

Percentage of international passengers:

… but suffering ever greater congestion …
The Thames Valley faces serious capacity constraints, with its
roads significantly congested and particular challenges in the
‘last five miles’ from the trunk network. This is a longstanding
issue: since 2000, road traffic has generally been rising, with a
particularly steep increase from 2013, driven by increased car
and light goods vehicle use (Figure 4). Rail, too, is becoming
overloaded. In 2015–16, Thames Valley railway stations
served a record 60 million passengers (a 2% increase on the
previous year). Moreover, nearly half of that activity occurred
at just three stations: Reading, Oxford and Slough.

… as the need to invest just keeps growing
A region’s prosperity — and future success — is ever more
dependent on its infrastructure. The Thames Valley must
acknowledge that synergistic infrastructure systems are
needed to serve its businesses and residents. That means,
among other things, addressing intra/inter-region transport
corridors (and not focusing solely on links to London).
Urban environments are changing too, and the region must
assess its readiness to adopt and adapt to innovations such as
smart cities. The speed of change, combined with the inherent
time-lag in infrastructure development, means intense and
proactive efforts are called for if the region is to continue
flourishing into the future.

100%
95%

NGA Availability (% premises) by LA

airlines
serving ...

194

UK average

90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
Bracknell
Forest

Bucks

Oxfordshire

Reading

Slough

West
Berkshire

Windsor and Wokingham Manchester Birmingham
Maidenhead

Leeds

London

Source: OFCOM, Connected Nations, 2017

Figure 4: Total vehicle miles on major roads across Thames Valley - 2000-15
11.8
11.6

Total vehicle miles (bn miles)

81

11.4
11.2
11
10.8
10.6
10.4
10.2
2000
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2002
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2016

Source: DFT - dft.gov.uk/traffic-counts/area.php?region=South+East
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Enterprise and investment

Reading, in particular, far outperforms many major UK cities
in attracting corporate investment. Its world-class commercial
property, large campus-style working environments,
burgeoning employment market and short distance from
both London and Heathrow make it a popular hub for
international businesses.
As the potent mix of technology and science continues to
seed a host of new start-ups, the region is set to benefit
further. The University of Reading Thames Valley Science
Park provides office and lab facilities within a dynamic
community of businesses. And the region’s universities —
Oxford in particular — continue to spin out numerous new and
innovative companies.

… plus a strong track record of FDI …
The Thames Valley has enjoyed a strong record of attracting
foreign direct investment (FDI), with its proposition
underpinned by high quality of life, proximity to London and
access to Heathrow. A range of organisations, and those in
the information and communications sector in particular, have
selected the region as the home for their European hubs.
This is reflected in the ongoing strength of regional FDI.
With 73 FDI projects reported in the South East in 2016, for
instance, the region reported year-on-year FDI growth of 11%.
This meant the market share of all UK FDI projects recorded
by the South East held steady7. However, the Thames Valley’s
lack of a focal point for investment (such as the North West
has with Manchester) does mean FDI projects tend to be
somewhat fragmented across the region.

6

Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce, 2016

7

EY’s UK Attractiveness Survey 2017

8

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy—Business
Incubators and Accelerators: The national picture, April 2017
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The Thames Valley currently lacks both a strong brand and
a “sense of place” that appeals to emerging entrepreneurs,
especially when compared with areas in London, such as
Shoreditch, but also across a growing array of regional
locations such as Durham and Eastbourne. This needs to be
addressed, on both a national and an international level.

Action is needed to reset current perceptions via a consistent
and authentic narrative and to build a collaborative ecosystem
of universities, start-up and scale-up businesses, established
corporates and public bodies. The region has much to shout
about, from its cutting-edge intellectual property, to its higher
education excellence, to its sustained focus on data science
and technology. There is an opportunity for a united regional
voice to be heard.

4

20

2

10
0

Percentage

The Thames Valley boasts an unrivalled mix of domestic and
multinational corporates. It is also a hotbed of entrepreneurs
and fast-growth businesses, especially those centred around
the core sectors of technology, life sciences and engineering.
The region has the highest concentration of life science
companies in the UK, for instance, with a combined workforce
of 8,0006.

… as the region searches for a stronger brand

Figure 5: Number of projects in the South East and the
region’s share of UK projects - 2007–16

Projects

A vibrant mix of start-ups and established
corporates …

07 008 009 010 011 012 013 014 015 016
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
20
2
2

projects

0

market share

Source: EY UK Attractiveness Survey, 2017

… but challenges remain …
Amid the ongoing uncertainty surrounding Brexit, and the
increasing prominence of rival destinations for investment
such as the Northern Powerhouse and Midlands Engine, action
must be taken in the Thames Valley to both reassure investors
and retain existing employers. Additionally, better access to
growth capital must be established to prevent private equity
and venture capital merely ‘visiting’ rather than ‘anchoring
in’ the region.
Furthermore, the South East as a whole is underweight
when it comes to incubators and accelerators 8. Cities such as
Bristol, Cambridge and Manchester are ‘rebalancing’
the national concentration, but the Thames Valley risks
missing out on the opportunities that stem from sustained
and structured collaboration between corporates, start-ups
and scale-ups.

The Thames Valley
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Quality of living
A place to live well …
The Thames Valley offers its residents a higher quality of living
than much of the rest of the UK. There is an extensive choice
of places to live — ranging from picturesque country villages,
to market towns, to urban centres. This is complemented
by numerous cultural, historical, and leisure activities —
including close proximity to London — plus an abundance of
green space.
Mean average earnings — both for residents (£35,811) and for
people who commute in to work in the region (£35,134) — are
considerably higher than for the UK as a whole (£28,296).
This picture is supported by excellent educational outcomes
from the region’s schools and globally renowned higher
education institutions, with a record of high employment
(unemployment in the Thames Valley stands at just 3.4% vs a
UK average of 4.4%)9.
The region also enjoys lower-than-average crime. Reported
crimes per person per year stand at 0.6 for the Thames Valley
against 0.7 for the whole of the UK10.

Figure 6: Thames Valley mean average earnings - 2016
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… and live long …

… but at a cost

The high quality of life in the Thames Valley provides its
residents with one very important advantage: they live longer.
Indeed, residents can expect to outlive those in many other
parts of the UK by as much as a year (average life expectancy
in the region is 82.4 years vs a UK average of 81.3 years)11.

The attractiveness of the Thames Valley — and especially its
proximity to London — means it is burdened with some of
the most unaffordable housing in the country. In the UK as a
whole, the average earnings-to-house-price multiple is 7.6.
But, with an average multiple of 11.8, the Thames Valley far
exceeds this figure. And a number of areas in the region —
notably Oxford, Windsor and Maidenhead and Wokingham —
even outdo London for housing unaffordability.

What is more, the region can boast better outcomes across a
number of different health metrics. An assessment of “healthrelated quality of life for people with long-term conditions”
reveals, for instance, that the region outscores the UK average
(0.78 for the Thames Valley compared with 0.74 for the UK as
a whole).

Moreover, unlike other thriving regions, the Thames Valley
lacks a primary metropolitan or cultural hub, meaning it
cannot easily compete with the UK’s high-impact cultural
destinations like London, Manchester and Edinburgh.
This, together with the region’s demographic profile (a
lower-than-average number of 21- to 31-year-olds), means
the Thames Valley’s proposition for younger entrepreneurs
suffers. It is a critical area for the region to address as it looks
to fill the skills gap and ensure highly educated post-University
talent is not drawn away to the capital.

Figure 7: Housing affordability (ratio of prices to income)
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ONS, Regional labour market statistics, 2016

10 ukcrimestats.com, 2016
11 ONS, Regional Labour Market Statistics, 2016
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Governance
A region in need of a single voice …
The Thames Valley has no formal or definitive boundary. And,
like much of the rest of the UK, public decision-making and
spending in the region is spread across a complex framework
of central, regional and local bodies. There are, for instance,
as many as eight different local authorities spanning the
three main counties in the region, before the neighbouring
areas of North Hampshire, the north-west of Surrey and West
Middlesex are accounted for.
Despite some collaboration between the region’s Local
Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and local authorities, the
Thames Valley would still benefit from a unified voice, both
in promoting economic growth and in setting the well-being
agenda.
Moreover, there is a clear opportunity to develop a defined
growth plan or coordinated future-state vision for the
regional economy.
At a time when other parts of the UK are establishing strong
models of regional leadership — especially those with directly
elected mayors — this is a particularly pressing issue. The
lack of a single advocate for the Thames Valley is cause for
significant concern: the region could well be outmanoeuvred
in the battle for regional investment and jobs.

Moving forward together
… but showing promising signs of smarter
approaches ahead
Every region requires a clear sense of strategic direction to
ensure its resources, policies, communications and regulatory
environment are optimised for the benefit of its businesses
and residents.
Aligning the Thames Valley’s local authorities, LEPs,
business communities and other stakeholders behind a single
coordinated plan for economic growth would be a positive
first step in providing a unified voice for the region. It would
leverage the complementary strengths of the region’s towns
and boroughs to create a more compelling investment
proposition, while bringing economies of scale and avoiding
intra-region competition.
Innovative ideas are already being generated by the region’s
LEPs, particularly with the notion of ‘smart cities’. OxLEP
has launched a ‘smart Oxford’ campaign which challenges
creative individuals to put people and play at the heart of the
city. Similarly, the Thames Valley Berkshire LEP is directing
some of its local growth funds towards transforming Reading,
Bracknell and Newbury into smart cities.

Aligning the Thames Valley’s local authorities, LEPs, business
communities and other stakeholders behind a single coordinated plan
for economic growth would be a positive first step in providing a unified
voice for the region.
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In developing this report, we have gathered the views of a broad range of stakeholders from across the Thames
Valley, including businesses, academia, local authorities, MPs, LEPs and business associations. Throughout our
conversations we have been struck both by the extent of the shared sense of commitment to the region’s growth
and success and by concerns about how that success can be sustained into the future.
Our view is that this shared commitment is a key strength for the Thames Valley – one that can be channelled into
an ambitious future-state vision for the region. Clearly articulated, this vision will help inform the development of an
integrated growth strategy encompassing the core principles set out in this report.
In doing so, we believe it will be important to take a polycentric approach. That is, to consider the vision and strategy
in a way that brings the region’s many communities together as a robust network, and builds on the existing
specialisms and strengths of its towns and districts.
At a time of unprecedented international competition, sociopolitical change and digital disruption, past performance
is no longer a guarantee of future economic success. Collaboration which harnesses the whole region’s capabilities
in a shared way is therefore a key means of future-proofing the success of the Thames Valley for years to come.
This report has been created as a framework to facilitate action-led discussion across the region. We now look
forward to working with businesses, policymakers, and others to take those discussions on to the next stage. Please
join the conversation, and help us move the Thames Valley forward together, by contacting Richard, Peter or David
at the addresses below.

Richard Baker
Managing Partner,
Thames Valley and South

Peter Arnold
Partner,
Economic Advisory

David Rutherford
Head of Growth Markets,
Thames Valley

rbaker2@uk.ey.com

parnold@uk.ey.com

drutherford1@uk.ey.com

0118 928 1414

020 7951 5587

07824 301 441

www.ey.com/uk/southeast
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